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Inquiring about Don Albert in Aurous Hill is like inquiring about the Xiang brothers in Hong
Kong. Anyone who is brought in on the street can also ask about four, five, six.
Therefore, skuna quickly inquired about Don Albert’s information, and immediately gave
feedback : “Miss, I have already inquired about Don Albert. He is the leader of the
underground forces in Aurous Hill. He is very famous in Aurous Hill, and he is also involved.
There are many industries, including a restaurant called Heaven Springs, which is one of the
top high-end restaurants in Aurous Hill and has a great reputation.”
Fei Kexin nodded and analyzed: “The Master Wade, and Isaac Cameron just casually sent
people to Don Albert. Although I don’t know who he is going to send, from the time he said
this, that Naturally, it can be seen that Don Albert should also listen to his orders.”
Speaking of this, Fei Kexin couldn’t help but sighed: “If Master Wade is just a Feng Shui
master, then it would be strange that both Isaac Cameron and Don Albert respect him so
much?”
skuna said: “It’s okay, miss, you forgot how much respect the master has for the old Mr.
Orion Exeor? Every time you see him, you are respectful.”
Fei Kexin said seriously: “Grandpa Orion Exeor is in a different situation. Grandpa Orion
Exeor is a well-known top feng shui master in the Chinese circle, and he is highly respected!
Moreover, his ancestors have been passed down in order for dozens of generations, let
alone my grandpa, even if he is settled. People, seeing Grandpa Orion Exeoris also
respectful.”
After speaking, she said again: “But that Master Wade, who seems to be in his twenties,
does not come from a feng shui family, how can he have such a big face?”
skuna shrugged: “Maybe he is young and promising.”
Speaking of this, skuna thought of something and hurriedly said, “Miss, that Master Wade, is
it a member of the wade family?”

“I thought about what you said.” Fei Kexin said, “But I don’t think it is very likely. If he is from
the wade family, Isaac Cameron shouldn’t call him such a strange title as Master Wade, just
like you It is impossible to call me Master Fei without making sense.”
After that, she also felt that she couldn’t be so absolute, so she said in a convenient way: ,
you should check the information of the wade family. Find out all the information of the
younger generation of the wade family and show it to me to see if it can be matched.”
skuna said immediately: “Then I will do it!”
The information of the wade family members is not easy to find, but it is not difficult for the
Fei family.
Soon, skuna got all the materials of the younger generation of wade Family and handed it
to Fei Kexin.
Fei Kexin flipped through multiple documents including Jon wade and Brenden, and it was
indeed not related to the Master Wade that she had seen, so she put the information aside
and said lightly: “It seems that he is indeed not wade Master. Family, it just happened to be
wade.”
After a moment of silence, she frowned again and said, “I’m thinking now, Master Wade will
have anything to do with the Rejuvenation Pill, and whether the client of the Rejuvenation
Pill will be him.”
skuna was surprised and said, “Miss, this shouldn’t be possible… that young man is only in
his twenties… a man in his twenties is unlikely to be able to handle such a large plate and
even put hundreds of The top rich are attracted, not to mention, things like Rejuvenation
pills are not like young people have.”
Fei Kexin also agreed with skuna’s words and nodded: “I have the same idea as yours. I
always feel that the client behind the Rejuvenation Pill should not be a young man.”
After speaking, she said again: “However, Master Wade can make Isaac Cameron and Don
Albert respect him so much, and I am somewhat capable of thinking about it. Have you
inquired about this person?”
“Inquiry.” skuna hurriedly said: “The difference from Don Albert is that Don Albert’s name is
known to all in Aurous Hill, but Master Wade’s name seems to be unknown.”

“No one knows?” Fei Kexin was even more surprised, blurting out: “Isaac Cameron treats him
with respect. No one in Aurous Hill knows such a person?”
“It is true.” skuna said seriously: “The people we consulted said that they had never heard of
Master Wade’s name.”
In fact, Charlie has always acted very low-key.
Although many people in Aurous Hill knew his Master Wade’s name, those people were
basically his own.
Charlie’s only public appearance was the metaphysical convention that led to death in
Zhenhai, but most of the people who came to participate in the metaphysical convention
were not Aurous Hill natives.
What’s more, the strength that Charlie showed that time was too tyrannical, so that those
people were tight-lipped about Charlie’s deeds.
As for people like Don Albert, Liam, Isaac Cameron, and MR. Qin, if someone asks them
about Charlie’s deeds, they will not confide a word.

